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By Alfred Publishing, Warner Brothers Publications

Alfred Publishing Co., Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Movie
Instrumental Solos for Strings: Violin, Alfred Publishing, Warner Brothers Publications, [NOT
RELATED TO WIND BOOKS] This new series, written especially for violin, viola, and cello, is a first of
a kind, containing arrangements of some of the most popular move themes over the last few
decades that can be played together or as solos. All parts have been carefully edited, with bowings
and articulations, in keys well suited for the young string player. Titles are: In Dreams (from The
Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring) * Across the Stars (from Star WarsA(R): Episode II
Attack of the Clones) * Duel of the Fates (from Star WarsA(R): Episode I The Phantom Menace) *
Fawkes the Phoenix (from Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets) * Gollum's Song (from The
Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers) * James Bond Theme (from Die Another Day) * Goldfinger (from
Goldfinger) * Hedwig's Theme (from Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone) * October Sky (from
October Sky) * Theme from Jurassic Park.
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ReviewsReviews

Very useful to all of class of people. It is really simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know that this is
actually the best book i have read in my personal daily life and can be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Gwen Schultz-- Gwen Schultz

Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V-- Mr s. Yola nda  Reilly V
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